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About George Brown College

• Large urban college 

• Located in downtown Toronto, Ontario

• Three main campuses and several satellite campuses

• Approximately 28,000 full-time students and 65,000 part-time 

students

• 183 full-time programs, including, Degrees, 

Diplomas, Certificates and Apprenticeships
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Introduction



Introduction
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In this session:

• We will explore how our online Transfer Credit Application as 

well as the administrative forms, reports and communication 

tools are used to support the automation and centralization of 

the transfer credit processes

• Demonstrate the student and evaluator application process

Note that operationalizing our Transfer Credit systems is an 

ongoing journey, and we continue to provide enhancements, 

training & support.



About George Brown College Cont’d

Each year, we:

• Receive ~90,000 applications (domestic & international) for 
full-time programs

• Receive ~20,000 transcripts (domestic applicants)

• Process ~6,700 transfer credits

• Process ~5,200 transfer credit applications

• Admit ~2,600 transfer students



Roles and Responsibilities

Academic Divisions:

• Make all decisions regarding the granting of transfer credits using the new online 

functionality

• Negotiate all articulation agreements with other institutions

Office of the Registrar:

• Build and maintain the equivalencies for Transfer Credit using the Transfer 
Articulation module in Banner

• Support all the automated Transfer Credit systems and processes

• Review and enter a decision on Transfer Credit applications based on 
equivalencies



Organizational Structure
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Glossary of Terms and
Project Objectives & Goals



What is Transfer Credit at George Brown?

The practice of granting a 
credit – or a block of credits –
to students for courses they 

have taken at another 
postsecondary institution

Block 
Transfer

Credit 
Transfer

Transfer 
Credit Advanced 

Standing

Course 
Exemption



Glossary of Terms

• Transfer Credits: course-to-course transfers
o Assigned an EX grade on the student record
o Does not effect the GPA calculation

• Advanced Standing: block-to-block transfers that are used when students 
apply to an upper semester 

o Assigned an AS grade on the student record
o Does not effect the GPA calculation

• Banner OCAS Admissions Module: Ellucian’s Ontario-specific Admissions 
Module

• Integrates with OCAS

• OCAS: Ontario Colleges Application Services 

• XML Transcript: Electronic Transcript, data is transferred between Colleges and 
OCAS



Our Goals
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• Help students, applicants and prospects by providing a vehicle to 
determine what previous learning credits could be applied to their 
program of choice

• Streamline the transfer credit application and approval process

• Create operational efficiencies in the recording of transfer credits on 

student records

• Integrate with the ONTransfer Course Equivalency system

• Create accountability in the Transfer Credit Application, Evaluation 

and Approval process



Project Objective
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The objective of the Transfer Credit Project was to 

automate our transfer credit processes to:

• support enrolment targets
• provide an enhanced service for 

applicants, students, and faculty
• support student success at 

George Brown College
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The Transfer Credit Process 
Prior to Automation



Our Starting Point
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PAPER, PAPER EVERYWHERE!

George Brown College had a non-centralized, 

inefficient, paper-based transfer credit process

• Each term, students completed paper applications for transfer credit 

• The paper applications were submitted to the corresponding Academic Department, 

along with a course outline and official transcript

• Students often had to complete multiple applications and go to multiple departments 

(e.g. English, General Education, etc.)



Our Starting Point (cont’d)
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• In many cases, the Admissions Office already had an official transcript on 
file for the student, however this transcript was not available to the Academic 
Departments.

• Therefore, the student had to either:

• (a) Obtain another official transcript, or 

• (b) Contact the Admissions Office to forward a copy of their official transcript 
to the Academic Department

• There was no central database, which meant that:

• Students were not aware of potential transfer credits – we did not 
publicize this information anywhere

• Evaluators were reviewing the same course combination multiple times 
since no rules were established 



Our Starting Point (cont’d)
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• Staff in the Academic Departments manually entered the approved and 
denied decisions in different Banner forms

• The paper applications were then filed in filing cabinets

• No notifications were sent to students

• Students were advised to register for any courses where they were applying 
for transfer credit and then keep checking their timetables for a decision

• The system had very few checks and balances and was therefore error-prone
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The Project Team and 
Design Principles



Early Engagement
• Preliminary in-department assessment of requirements

• Research other institutions in Ontario and abroad

• Promotion and education about business needs & changes

• Build the College’s readiness to adopt the change across multiple 
dimensions, such as people, process, and technology



Creating Project Teams and the 
Implementation Plan
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• Set up a Steering Team 

• Set up a Working Team made up of individuals from the:

• Academic Departments,

• I.T.S. Department, and

• Registrar’s Office

• Established roles and responsibilities for all team members

• Mapped out the:

• (A) current paper-based process

• (B) desired process at a high level

• Created a training plan and a communications plan



Created Supporting Roles
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2013: Part-time Transfer Credit Project Assistant

2013: Created New Role – Transfer Credit Coordinator

2014: New Associate Registrar Role

2014: Approved and Hired for new positions

2016: Approved for permanent Transfer Credit Coordinator 
position

2017: Approved & hired for New Transfer Credit/ Functional 
Analyst Coordinator position



Our Project Team
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From the Registrar’s 
Office

• 2 Functional Project Leads 
(part-time)

• 1 Project Assistant (part-time)

• 1 Transfer Credit Coordinator 
(full-time) 

From the I.T.S. 
Department

• 1 Project Coordinator (part-
time)

• 1 Systems Analyst

• 1 Developer

• 1 Quality Assurance Analyst 
(part-time) 



Our Project Timeline
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Started in 
2013

Completed in Phases 
(i.e. development was not continuous)

Will finish 
by 2020

Continuous 
Support



Process Flow – High Level



• Leverage existing transcripts (XML & Official Paper) on record to support transfer 
credit rules in 2013

• Leverage existing transfer credit (course exemption) and advanced standing data to 
build course equivalencies

• Create course equivalencies applicable to all programs

• Automatic approval of transfer credit requests and apply against the student record 
if:

a) Course equivalency rule exists in the system, and

b) Minimum grade is met* according to the student’s official XML or Paper Transcript 

* the required minimum grade for the course for promotion within a program

• The Academic Divisions make decisions on all other course equivalency requests

• Approved course equivalencies will be added to our database and synchronized with 
the ONTransfer Course Equivalency system

Design Principles



Key Components of the Transfer Credit 
Online Application

Banner 
Transfer 

Articulation 
Functionality

Integration 
with CAPP 

Integration 
with the 

Banner OCAS 
Admissions 

Module

Course 
Exemption & 

Advanced 
Standing 

Historical Data

Electronic 
Transcript 
Exchange 

(EDI, XML)

Integration 
with Banner 
Document 

Management 
(BDM)

Integration 
with Web 

Registration
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Project Deliverables and 
Demonstrations



Project Deliverables
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We needed to identify the current equivalency rules

• This data was stored in filing cabinets within the Academic Offices

• So we went through all the filing cabinets and entered the data in excel 
spreadsheets 

• The spreadsheets were then reviewed by Faculty to 

confirm rule creation



Project Deliverables (cont’d)
Building the Equivalency Rules in our SIS (Banner)

Created Institution Codes

(Mostly were already pre-
defined in our SIS for our 

Transcript Process)

Added all Ontario, National 
& International Institutions 

to Transfer Articulation 
Data

Researched and entered the 
Grading Scheme for Each 

Institution 

(to be used for translation)

Added All Course 
Matches to the 

equivalency table



Created custom 
reports for regular data 

extracts

Established timeline to 
ensure the course 

database is kept up-to-
date

Established timeline to 
ensure synchronization 

with ONCAT

Reviewed and 
requested rules from 

other Ontario 
institutions

Created a
Course-to-Course 

website to read our 
Equivalency Database

Project Deliverables (cont’d)

http://dmzbwb02.georgebrown.ca/owa_prod/wwsktrar.p_transfer_credit?in_nation_code=800&in_province_code=ON&in_school_code=RYERSO


(1) 

Created 
processes to 

load XML 
transcripts to 

the 
Banner Transfer 

Articulation 
Module

(2) 

Created 
processes to 
automatically 

run 
articulation

Automated Major Processes

Project Deliverables (cont’d)
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Created a variable to insert 
potential transfer credits in the 

offer letters

Created a new dynamic web 
page to display admissions 
status and possible transfer 
credits to applicants (DEMO)

Project Deliverables (cont’d)

Increase Transfer Credit Awareness
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SAMPLE: Transfer Credit Information in the Offer Letter

Project Deliverables (cont’d)
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Automating the Articulation Process – Key to Mass Articulating

XML Transcripts 
posted to FTP by 

OCAS

Run transcript  import 
process

Run process to load to 
SHAEDIS (SHRPESI)

Run custom process

(archives duplicates and loads 
most recent version of transcript 

to SHAEDIS)

Run custom matching 
process

(no matches or multiple 
matches identified on a report)

Transcript now displayed 
as HTML in Self-Service 

for Evaluators

Project Deliverables (cont’d)
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Transcripts loaded to 
BDM & available to 

Admissions Officers via 
custom form

Transcripts loaded to 
Transfer Articulation 

Form
Articulation is performed

2 custom triggers:
(1) load courses to admission 

requirements table (Banner OCAS 
Admissions Module) and (2) load 
test scores to for post-admission 

testing requirements

(Corresponding report also 
available)

Transcript Status is now 
changed to Transfer 

Articulation 
(TA) COMPLETE

Review of results file required 
to ensure all transcripts have 

articulated.

Optional Process: 
Will re-articulate transcripts 

against updated rules.
Auto-email sent to students if 

new matches are found.

Project Deliverables (cont’d)
Created a series of custom jobs to process en masse:
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Created custom form in Banner to 
store articulation agreements

This allows us to stay synchronized 
with ONCAT.

Created the 
Transfer Agreements & 

Opportunities website to display 
articulation agreements stored in 

custom form our SIS

Articulation Agreements

Project Deliverables (cont’d)

https://dmzbwb02.georgebrown.ca/owa_prod/wwsktrar.P_B2B_Agreement


• A custom Crosswalk Form in Banner was created 
(SWAOCXW) to map external courses to our admission 
requirements

Created a trigger to transfer the 
XML courses to the Banner OCAS 

Admissions Module

Create a custom INB Form to 
display all transcripts from BDM to 

the Admissions Officers

• A custom mass print job was also created to 
support this process

Created a process to automatically 
load the XML Transcripts to BDM 
(Banner Document Management)

Created Efficiencies in the Admissions Office

Project Deliverables (cont’d)
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Created the Online Application for Transfer 
Credit – Student Interface

Created the Approve/Deny Transfer Credit 
Online Functionality – Evaluator Interface

Changed web registration by creating a new 
page – Accept/Refuse Transfer Credit

Project Deliverables (cont’d)



• Built a custom database to store General Education Requirements by 
program, and feed to the public website

• This database was then utilized for transfer credit eligibility, to control 
min/max requirements, breadth requirement by program, the mandated and 
excluded electives.

Project Deliverables (cont’d)

https://dmzbwb02.georgebrown.ca/webapp/elective/index.html?year=2018


Applications

Impact of change to 

application set-up*:

201701 201801 Results

Denied

As of day 10 of cycle

920

(36% of total applications)

527

(24% of total applications)

66% Decrease in denied 

applications

Approve Alternate

As of day 10 of cycle

496

(19% of total applications)

15

(.01% of total applications)

Nearly 100% of applications 

are now approved as 

submitted or edited by 

evaluator.

Total number of 

applications 

received for 
Fall 2018:

2177* Total number 

of applications 

received for 
Fall 2017:

2582 * Decrease of almost 16% 

from previous year.

As a result of the Elective Requirements Database Set-up & functionality, students are applying for 
more appropriate course combinations.
This has reduced the amount of work in the Transfer Credit & Academic Offices significantly.
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Demonstration

Online Application for 

Transfer Credit –

Student Interface

https://youtu.be/i-lJMmdGtjM
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Demonstration

Approve/Deny Transfer 

Credit Online –

Evaluator Interface
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Web Registration –

Accept/Refuse 

Transfer Credit 

Project Deliverables (cont’d)
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Successes and 
Challenges



Initial Stages
• New Positions 

Supported

• Requirement gathering 
sessions

• Collaboration between 
multiple departments & 
positions

• Documentation

• Training, Testing & 
Communication           
Plans

Implementation
• Automation/Centralization

• Academic Departments 
Support

• Customized Training 
Sessions

• Fine-tuning of system 
functionalities

• Online Resources
• Transfer Guide

• C2C & B2B Database

Adoption
• Frontline Student 

support
• Training

• Documentation

• Tools

• Continue to support 
enhancement requests

• Enhance Email & Social 
Media Campaigns

Achievements (In Stages)



Continuous
Improvement

• Rate of Change

• Supporting System Improvements (i.e. XML transcript 
changes)

Reporting & 
Validation

• Course Set-up (i.e. electives, attributes, rules)

• Building rules in your SIS

• Capturing detailed data elements from electronic sources

Knowledge 
Transfer

• Online Training

• Documentation

Things to Consider
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Still to Come



Still to Come

• Assisted Application for Transfer Credit

• Create a new interface to allow staff to create & approve applications for 

Transfer Credit

• Automate the Advanced Standing Process – New Workflow

Create a new web form allowing Admissions Officers to forward 

applications for Advanced Standing to evaluators

• Evaluators will then be able to:

• View transcripts online & compare requirements against CAPP

• View articulation agreements online

• Communicate with applicants via built-in tool
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Still to Come –

Automating the Advanced Standing Process
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Summary
Questions & Answers



Summary
• This project went beyond automating the transfer credit processes

• Essentially, we transformed the processes and improved efficiencies in 
multiple areas of the College

• Reduced paper usage by no longer printing the XML transcripts

• Dramatically improved services to students and 

evaluators

• Integrated & Synchronized with ONCAT

• Achieved transparency and accountability in the 

transfer credit application, evaluation and 

approval process



Questions?

Lidia Pirraglia Associate Registrar, Business 

Process Integration, Training & 

Special Projects

416 415-5000 ext. 4896

lpirragl@georgebrown.ca

Sara Collette Manager, Business Process 

Integration, Training & Special 

Projects

416 415-5000 ext. 6937

scollett@georgebrown.ca

Elizabeth Kelly Transfer Credit Coordinator

416 415-5000 ext. 6635

ekelly@georgebrown.ca

Melissa Hall Coordinator, Transfer Credit & 

Functional Analyst

416 415-5000 ext. 4989

mhall@georgebrown.ca

Business Process 

Integration, Training & 

Special Projects

mailto:lpirragl@georgebrown.ca
mailto:scollett@georgebrown.ca
mailto:ekelly@georgebrown.ca
mailto:Reem.Khan@georgebrown.ca

